Focusing on cross-dataset Automated Depression Recognition (ADR) by jointly exploring facial appearance and dynamics feature representations, we explore to propose a novel Latent Domain Adaptation Depression Recognition (latDADR) framework via discovering a discriminative domain-invariant subspace. In this subspace, the between-domain distribution discrepancy would be semantically minimized, and meanwhile the within-domain geometric structures would also be discriminatively preserved. In latDADR, we respectively optimize two target classifiers on dynamics features and appearance features as well as learn a source classifier on appearance features, and then encode certain shared components of the different domain classifiers as low-rank and sparse regularization terms. Moreover, the prediction results from two target classifiers are constrained to be consistent for better fusing the discriminative information from different feature representations. We specially use the l 2,1 -norm based loss function for learning robust classifiers on different feature representations. Different from the state-of-the-arts, our method can borrow the discriminative information from another auxiliary domain for ADR, even if the target prior information is very scarce and the features of the source and target domains are partially different but overlapping. The proposed method is evaluated on three depression databases, and the experimental results demonstrate the superiorities and outstanding performance compared with several representative works.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the visual-based behavior disorder is more readily observable and interpretable [28] , numerous visual-based methods for automated depression recognition (ADR) have been presented [8] , [28] . In traditional works, one generic classifier was learned on extracted facial features, in which the metric of Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) [3] was commonly-used for predicting the depression severity of certain given subject. The preceding works have focused respec-The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Afzal . tively on learning some optimal feature representations and designing classifiers [4] - [8] . Interested ones can refer to the literature [2] for comprehensive reviews. Existing research results have shown that it is often very effective for diagnosing depression severity by exploiting the facial appearance and/or dynamics features in depression videos [6] . In our work, we therefore focus on exploring ADR by jointly exploiting the extracted facial appearance and dynamics features from video clips.
From the viewpoint of machine learning, ADR can be modeled as a classification or regression problem [1] , [4] , [5] , [29] . Although supervised learning VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ techniques [10] have made significant contributions to machine learning-based depression recognition, their performance is often undermined due to the severe scarcity of labeled training data since labeling sufficient training samples is often time-cost and expensive. Moreover, state-ofthe-arts for ADR usually tailor their classifiers to individual subject to attain accurate depression recognition. In this case, one subject-independent classifier trained on limited prior information from multiple different subjects usually achieves inferior performance, since depression patterns may be completely different among multiple subjects [9] . Qualitative observations and empirical findings demonstrate that the performance of depression recognition may be attenuated significantly under the cross-subject or cross-database scenario. When the data collection systems change or enhance their functionality, it is desirable to mitigate the requirement that both training and test domains have the consistent feature distribution, and we should correspondingly change our models with little or no effort [10] . To this end, in the literature, domain adaptation (DA) techniques [11] - [20] have been motivated for alleviating such problem. In DA scenario, the target domain of interest with few or even zero labeled samples generally shares the same task but follows a different distribution from source domain(s) [12] , which usually contains enough labeled samples for building a reliable classifier. A widely-used technique for DA is feature transformation [13] - [20] , which focuses on reconstructing the feature representation of domain data so that the domain divergence could be mitigated. While previous feature transformation-based DA methods are expected to promote visual pattern analysis in a more effect and efficient manner, they still face some challenges in specific applications of complex depression recognition. Several issues of such challenges include: 1) how to incorporate individual learning stages into a unified framework [54] for encoding more discriminative information, and meanwhile improving the robustness of the learning on domain data [21] - [24] ; 2) how to effectively ensemble multiple discriminative models obtained from different feature representations for improving the performance of ADR systems; and 3) how to share more knowledge between domains, especially how to leverage the discriminative structure from the source domain. To tackle these problems in a unified formulation, we explore a novel visual-based domain adaptation depression recognition scheme by jointly exploring facial appearance and dynamics features. In the nutshell, we formulate our robust Latent Domain Adaptation Depression Recognition (latDADR) framework by symbiotically utilization of facial appearance and dynamics features. For partially leveraging the source model, we endeavor to discover a discriminative domain-invariant subspace by semantically minimizing the between-domain distribution discrepancy as well as discriminatively preserving the within-domain geometric structures. In our framework, we respectively optimize two target classifiers on dynamics features and appearance features meanwhile learn a source classifier on facial appearance features, and encode certain shared components of the different domain classifiers as low-rank and sparse regularization terms [25] . Moreover, the prediction results from two target classifiers are constrained to be consistent.
Different from the state-of-the-arts, our algorithm can adapt as much knowledge as possible from certain source domain for ADR, even if the visual features between domains are partially distinct but overlapping. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work imposing semi-supervised DA with multiple feature representations on solving ADR problems. We highlight the following distinctive properties of latDADR from several perspectives. 1) latDADR casts a depression recognition task with very little prior information into a semi-supervised domain adaptation framework by jointly exploiting facial appearance and facial dynamics features. 2) latDADR integrates latent space learning and visualbased depression recognition into a unified framework, in which both source and target classifiers are simultaneously learnt via encoding the correlation of different domain classifiers as sparse and low-rank regularization terms, thus transferring more knowledge from source to target domain. 3) latDADR additionally adopts the l 2,1 -norm based loss function to make classifiers more robust to outliers and noise naturally existing in the training dataset. 4) State-of-the-art features including deep features can be incorporated into latDADR for further improving its depression recognition performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is reviewed in Section 2. Then we design all components of our framework in Section 3. The optimization algorithm of latDADR is detailed in Section 4. Extensive experiments are conducted on several real-world depression databases and their results are analyzed in Section 5. We conclude this work with future study in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Since our method is related to facial depression recognition and latent space domain adaptation techniques, we therefore briefly review each of them in turn.
A. FACIAL DEPRESSION RECOGNITION
In the past decade, one has witnessed an increasing attention on visual-based depression recognition [2] , [4] , [5] , some of which have originally promoted the study on effective visual computing from facial images/videos and machine learningbased depression analysis methods. In the sequence, we may focus only on facial depression recognition based on machine learning since it has close relationship with our work. Several researches following this line can be referred to [2] and [28] .
To fulfill effective depression recognition from facial images, three consecutive stages are usually committed in conventional ADR systems [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [26] , [35] , [32] , [28] , i.e., detecting and aligning faces, extracting facial features, and learning visual classifiers [30] . Practically, such procedures are independently conducted and then integrated together for the final performance evaluation. For instance, the AVEC2013 [5] (resp. AVEC2014 [4] ) competition adopted LPQ [26] (resp. LGBP-TOP [34] ) as a baseline facial feature descriptor to extract the dense features from facial regions, which were then fed into SVM for depression recognition. In [35] , Kaya et al. further combined LGBP-TOP with LPQ features to depict the depression videos, and then learned an ensemble regional linear regressor for depression recognition.
Recently, effectively understanding the visually interpretable representations through CNN has increasingly promoted amounts of techniques and applications for depression recognition [6] , [30] , [37] - [39] . For example, in [6] , a twostream DCNN scheme [36] was explored to jointly learn the facial appearance and dynamics features from depression videos. Generally, in the existing CNN-based depression recognition methods, a common strategy is to construct a recognition system by plugging certain mature deep models (e.g., AlexNet [38] and VGG [39] ). The superiority and effectiveness of this scheme for visual-based ADR have been demonstrated in the related literatures [6] , [30] , [31] .
One usual assumption in previous ADR methods is that both gallery and probe data are all sampled from the same domain with the same feature space and probability distribution. Due to individual differences, this assumption will extremely limit its effective application in practical ADR systems. Because there may be various changes in visual conditions (e.g., camera quality, illumination, head pose, etc.) when obtaining facial images from video, these same domain methods may short of generalization capability to some extent in specific ADR applications.
B. LATENT SPACE DOMAIN ADAPTATION
In practical applications, the generalization performance of existing ADR methods would be bounded due to the insufficient labeled data and distribution biases. To alleviate this difficulty, domain adaptation (DA) techniques have been explored to leverage certain prior knowledge gained from other different but related source domain(s) [11] , [12] , [40] . Unsupervised DA (UDA) [10] , [15] , [18] , [19] , [42] - [45] has been motivated to effectively address the case where none of labeled target samples is accessible in training stage. In contrast, supervised DA [14] , [16] , [20] is adopted for transfer knowledge between domains when a few labeled target samples are accessible in training. As a special case of supervised DA, Semi-Supervised DA (SSDA) [46] - [48] attempts to exploit labeled as well as unlabeled target data in training stage.
To effectively decrease the domain mismatch, a commonlyused trick in DA is feature transformation, which is designed to project different domains into a common space, in which the domain distribution of both domains is aligned as much as possible [27] , [46] . Since a latent subspace is uncovered, this scheme is also coined as Latent Space DA (LSDA) [13] - [16] , [20] , [27] , [54] . Such LSDA methods all presume that there exists a shared subspace with reduced distribution distance, into which source and target domains could be effectively aligned even by incorporating the pseudo labels [15] . Another line of LSDA methods explores to manipulate multiple subspaces of both domains for minimizing the domain biases so that individual domain subspace can be attributed to the final feature mapping [18] , [19] , [46] , [56] - [58] , thus exploiting all domain specific features. Recent advances have demonstrated that the performance of LSDA could be further boosted over deep adaptation networks with the transferable deep features, e.g., DeCAF features [61] . The preceding practice in LSDA, however, usually separate the target label learning and domaininvariant feature uncovering as two different stages [59] . To this end, Ding et al. [59] , [60] recently explored to jointly learn target labels and domain-shared features in a unified framework by simultaneously optimize two different projections [59] or coupled deep presentation networks [60] to better alleviate the distribution discrepancy.
Motivated from the latest research progress of LSDA [53] , [54] , we also explore to mitigate the distribution discrepancy between different domains via uncovering a shared subspace for robust domain adaptation depression recognition.
III. LATENT DOMAIN ADAPTATION DEPRESSION RECOGNITION
In the context of this paper, we denote by a lowercase (resp. an uppercase) letter a vector (resp. a matrix). For a matrix A ∈ R n×d , n and d are the sample number and dimension number, respectively. We denote A j,i as the (j, i) entry of A, and its j-th row and i-th column are respectively represented by A j,: and A :,i . We also respectively denote by A 2,1 = n j=1 d i=1 A 2 j,i and A * = tr((AA T ) 1 2 ) the l 2,1 -norm and trace-norm of A. I n is an identity matrix of size n × n, 0 d (resp. 1 d ) denotes a vector of zeros (resp. ones) with size d.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In our ADR scenario, given a target dataset with few labeled data represented respectively by facial appearance and dynamics features, and a related but different labeled source dataset represented by facial appearance features, one is desired to design a robust classifier for effective depression recognition. For this requirement, we need to consider two main challenging issues, i.e., how to bridging the discriminative information between two kinds of feature representations; and how to effectively train a robust classifier on each feature representation by leveraging much prior knowledge from other auxiliary domain. To fulfill these needs, we could integrate them into a unified objective function so that the commonality between domains and supplementary information between representations could be simultaneously utilized. The main idea of our latDADR can be schematically illustrated in Fig. 1: 1 ) on the one hand, by capturing an optimal latent space, the shared knowledge between domains (encoded with a low-rank and sparse regularization) is explored for simultaneously optimizing the source and target classifiers with the facial appearance features; 2) on the other hand, another target depression classifier is subsequently trained based on the dynamics representation; 3) finally, we integrate the two target classifiers for optimization with the prediction consistency constraint, followed by the fusion of their decision values for the overall depression score.
B. BASIC FORMULATION
Suppose the resulting facial appearance representation of the source domain is denoted as
. . , y s n s ] ∈ R n s ×c being their corresponding label matrix, where y s i ∈ L = {0, 1} c×1 is the label vector of x s i with c being the class number. If x s i is labeled as y s i = j, then y s i,j = 1, and y s i,j = 0 otherwise. The target dataset X t depicted with the appearance features is denoted as
. . , y t n t ] ∈ R n t ×c is the corresponding groundtruth label matrix for evaluation. We further denote the target dataset represented using the facial dynamics features as X z = [x z 1 , ...x z n t ] ∈ R d z ×n t , which shares the same label matrix with X t . Note that since d and d z are usually different, our method can handle the heterogeneous DA problem.
With the above notations, we will attain four main objectives: 1) simultaneously minimizing the structure risk losses of source and target domains; 2) uncovering an optimal latent space P so that the distribution divergence between domains should be maximally reduced meanwhile preserving the local structure of domain data; 3) sharing discriminative structures between source and target domains to further tackle with the challenge of insufficient discriminative information in the target domain; and 4) enforcing target classifiers with different representations consistency for incorporating the supplementary information between appearance and dynamics features. Such goals in our latDADR can be basically formulated as a unified objective function as follows.
where the structure risk loss term l includes the source and target regression losses, where f s (·) and f t (·) are the source and target classifiers, respectively, the regularization term d aligns the inter-domain distribution divergence as well as preserves the local consistency, the regularization term r models the correlation between source and target classification models, and the classification consistency term (f z , f t ) aims to associate the appearance and dynamics feature representations. In the following subsections, we will individually design each component of latDADR and then integrate them into an overall objective, followed by its optimization strategy in the next section. Finally, we further detail the whole latDADR algorithm for depression recognition.
1) MINIMIZING STRUCTURE RISK LOSS
In our latDADR, we have source classifier function (resp. target classifier function) f s = W s • P (resp.f t = W t • P) trained on the facial appearance features, where W s (resp. W t ) represents the source classifier model (resp. the target classifier model), and • is the function combination operator. We therefore explore to find the best approximation W t for f t by leverage W s in P with the assumption that there exist some commonalities (e.g., discriminative structures) between different domains [54] . Moreover, it should also maintain the discriminative structure in the original target space. Accordingly, we respectively design the following classification functions for source and target domains in the latent space:
where b s is the bias term, P projects domain data from the input space X to a shared latent space for encoding the shared structure between the source and target domains. The shared model vector W s is defined in the latent subspace under the projection P, and W t is the model vector defined in X . With these parametric forms of the domain classifiers, the learned subspace can capture the intrinsic structure of the discrimination information in DA problems, which are shared by both the source and target domains [27] . We further design the multi-class classification function on the target domain with the dynamics representation as
where b z is the bias term and W z is the target classifier model which correlates X z ∈ R d z ×n t with their label matrix. Considering the robustness of these decision functions, we introduce the robust sparse regression scheme [23] by exploiting l 2,1 -norm minimization [24] . To further enhance the robustness against the misclassification, we particularly introduce the scaled pseudo-class label matrix for the data in target domain by
We therefore respectively find the source classifier trained on X s and the target classifier trained on the target dynamics features by minimizing the following loss functions.
We
Moreover, it is intuitively reasonable that the outputs of f z are expected to be consistent with those of f t , which would make W z and W t more accurate. We can realize this prediction consistency by minimizing the following residual:
In such way, W z obtained from the target dynamics features and W t achieved from the domain adaptation would jointly enhance the target discriminations for the final depression recognition.
2) DISCOVERING LATENT SPACE
In this subsection, we will present an effective strategy to capture a latent space for discovering certain domain-invariant structures to mitigate the domain discrepancy as well as excavate some domain-invariant discriminative information.
To this end, we give two main constraints or conditions on uncovering such latent space: 1) preserving the withindomain local structures; and 2) aligning the inter-domain distribution divergence. Following existing feature extraction methods [21] - [23] , we further constrain P to be orthogonal on rows, i.e., P T P = I r , where r (typically far less than d) is the feature dimensionality in the latent space.
To fulfill the first condition, we construct a locality preserving regularizer to measure the smoothness along the intrinsic discriminative structure of the domain features, which is motivated by manifold regularization [17] , [41] . Specifically, one can construct an undirected graph with a weighted adjacency matrix based on the appearance feature representation. This weighted adjacency matrix
can be defined as:
and both have the same labels)
, δ k (x) denotes the k nearest neighbor set of x, and γ is a hyper-parameter, which can be empirically selected as θ √ c by considering the impact of multi-class distribution on the affinity relationship among the domain data, where θ is the square root of the mean norm of X . Defining a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal entry i,i = j i,j , we then compute the graph Laplacian matrix [41] as L = − . Thus, to preserve the local geometrical structures of appearance features can be achieved by the following commonly-used formulation in the manifold learning [16] , [21] , [41] , [49] .
tr(P T XLX T P).
(
It is a commonsense in the literature of DA that minimizing the distribution divergence between different domains is the first important challenging issue. To this end, maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [55] has been commonly-used to compare two domain distributions by just measuring the distance between two mean vectors in a regenerated kernel Hilbert space [50] . Thus, for meeting the second condition, we explore to uncover a latent space by pushing the means of two domain closer. That is, we devote to minimize the following function:
where the elements of the matrix = [ i,j ] are defined as:
However, by (6), one could not accomplish to map depression data from different domains but the same class into the adjacent locations in the latent space due to the shortage of semantic matching. This would degrade the recognition performance to some extent. Consequently, we further tackle this semantic alignment problem by adding the following VOLUME 7, 2019 term into (6):
T P), (7) where
, with X s(l) and X t(l) being the datasets of the l-th class from source and target domains, respectively, and the elements of the matrix (l) = [
Equation (7) explicitly impels depression data from different domains but the same class to be projected nearby in the latent space. We therefore unify (6) and (7) into the following formula:
where X (0) = X and (0) = . We further denote = c l=0 X (l) (l) (X (l) ) T . By combining (5) , and (8), we can attempt to uncover a latent space by minimizing the following formulation:
3) SHARING DISCRIMINATIVE STRUCTURE
Considering two different domains together in our uncovered latent space, it can be reasonably assumed that both source and target depression videos could also be correlated in the model level as well as in feature level. As noted in [25] and [54] , the shared discriminative structure between source and target model parameters can be encoded by a lowrank matrix. This low-rank regularization term makes different classifier models share the commonality across domains, so that the domain knowledge can be transferred from one to another. Therefore, we first propose to minimize the following trace norm, which is a surrogate of the rank minimization of the matrix W for correlating the source and target models.
where
Considering individual domain separately, it is expected to screen some noisy and irrelevant features for robust depression recognition by making the corresponding rows of the classification model W s or W t identically shrink to zero. Accordingly, we can capture similar patterns in the distribution of these rows by jointly learning W s or W t , thus better leveraging the source classifier W s . Existing work has proved that the sparse model is effective for feature selection via removing certain irrelevant and noise features [10] . Following this strategy, we further introduce the following joint sparsity model to achieve our goal:
where · 2,p denotes the l 2,p -norm (0 < p < 2), p is used to tune the degree of the common discriminative structures between domains. Setting p to 2 means no sharing between the discriminative structures of two domains. In our following algorithm, we would empirically set p = 1.
Combining (10) and (11), we have the following low-rank and sparse regularization terms for sharing more discriminative structures between domains:
C. OVERALL FORMULATION
Combining the above formulations respectively defined in (2), (3), (4), (9) , and (12), we get the following objective function:
where α, β, and µ are three regularization parameters. Remark 1: Note that while there seems to be some similarity between latDADR and our preceding work MSMFR [53] , the overall objective formulation and its algorithm of lat-DADR are intrinsically different from ones in MSMFR. In latDADR, we consider both source domain and target domain with two modalities as input data for co-training two classifiers. The learned target models can then be applied to the target dataset. The assumption in latDADR is that the certain common discriminative structure between different domains could be extracted from the source dataset also apply to the target data in some optimal latent space. However, in MSMFR, the multiple target models are jointly learned on multiple different feature representations by discriminatively leveraging multi-source models. In the nutshell, MSMFR intrinsically belongs to the category of multiple source adaptation where only multiple source model parameters are provided, while latDADR is based on single source adaptation where source dataset is accessible and the source classification model need to be co-trained with target classifiers. That is, MSMFR just leverages multiple source model parameters pre-learnt on some auxiliary datasets, which would bound the adaptation performance of MSMFR in certain specific scenario such as cross-database depression recognition, where the distribution shift is relatively more significant than that in generic visual recognition. In latDADR, however, both source dataset and its classification model are simultaneously utilized to be aligned to that of the target domain. Accordingly, the performance of latDADR could be further improved in ADR even in the case of cross-database depression recognition.
A valuable extension of latDADR can be achieved by generalizing it to a nonlinear formulation utilizing kernel trick [50] . Given a nonlinear mapping function φ(·), we can project each domain data into a regenerated kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H. According to the strategy in [53] , we can formulate the objective function of our non-linear latDADR, or called K-latDADR, as follows:
It has been proved in [51] that optimizing (14) would obtain the same outcome with that by optimizing (13), if we preprocess the domain data using KPCA [50] . Therefore, our latDADR could be easily extended to K-latDADR. Once all model parameters are obtained, we apply the target classifiers to the probe videos for depression recognition. That is, we can get two classification results for each target facial image, i.e., f o (X t ) = (X t ) T (PW s + W s ) on facial appearance features, and f e (X z ) = (X z ) T W z + 1 n t b z on facial dynamics features. We then simply fuse these separate function values linearly as the final decision value for evaluating the depression level of certain test data x t i from the target domain:
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a tunable parameter for trade-off between two classifiers. In the following experiments, we first empirically set δ = 0.5 for simplicity, followed the evaluation of its impact on performance in next subsection.
IV. OPTIMIZATION
Note that to solve the (13) may be challenging in that it might not analytically achieve a global optimal solution.
We therefore explore to give the following iterative optimization steps, which alternates between optimal variables so that the iteration updates would be tractably available.
A. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
Firstly, we set the derivative of (13) w.r.t. b s to zero and get:
Similarly, we can obtain b z as:
Substituting (16) and (17) into (13), and letting H s = I n s − 1 n s 1 n s (1 n s ) T and H t = I n t − 1 n t 1 n t (1 n t ) T , it becomes:
Let Q = PW s , (18) becomes
Let
Computing ∂ /∂W s and letting it be zero, and using P T P = I r , we obtain:
where U = (λI r + βD W ).
By computing the partial derivative function ∂ /∂W z = 0, we obtain:
By replacing W z in (19) with (21), we have:
In (22), by setting ∂ /∂W t to zero, we have:
By replacing W t and W s in (22) with (23) and (20), respectively, we have:
By further solving the partial derivative equation ∂ /∂Q = 0 from (24), we arrive at
Substituting Q in (26) into (24), it leads to w.s.t P:
Equation (27) is equivalent to the following objective function:
Using simple linear algebra, we have
We compute the matrix inverse of R 1 by adopting the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [49] and have:
By (31), we therefore obtain:
where E = ( C)
According to [54] , P can be relaxedly obtained by the Eigen-decomposition of E.
Finally, for updating F as given other optimal variables in (32), we additionally add the constraints F T F = I c , and F ≥ 0. We then have the following objective formulation with respect to F:
where ζ 1 and θ are two trade-off parameters for the constraint terms, and
Setting the derivative of (33) with respect to F i,j to 0 and using the K.K.T. condition [50] θ ij F i,j = 0, we can achieve:
B. COMPLETE ALGORITHM
In this part, we finally summarize the complete optimization procedure of latDADR in Algorithm 1, in which a window based stopping criterion is adopted for better controlling the algorithmic convergence. Specifically, given a window sizē h, we compute ς = |Max υ − Min υ |/Max υ at the υth iteration, where υ = {Obj υ−h+1 , . . . , Obj υ } denotes the set composed of history objective values in this window. The algorithm will stop iterating when ς is less than certain threshold ε, i.e., ς < ε. In our experiments, we empirically set ε = 10 −5 andh = 6 without losing statistical performance. We verify that the proposed iterative procedures in Algorithm 1 can converge to the optimal solutions by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The objective variables of the problem in (13) can be converged to the optimal value by Algorithm 1 to make it monotonically decrease after each iteration.
Proof: Following the proof in [53] , the derivation of the proof of Theorem 1 can be implemented similarly.
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we give a formal analysis about the computational complexity of several main components in Algorithm 1 using the big O notation. Firstly, the construction of k-NN graph needs computational cost O(dn 2 ). Then our optimization steps proceeds iteratively. The cost for computing F is O d 2 n t + dn 2 t + n 2 t c + d 3 . After F are updated, 
Compute A υ m (m = 1, . . . , 4) by (22) , and V υ according to (23) , thus V by (25); 10: Compute A υ , B υ and B υ i (i = 1, . . . , 4) by (25); 11 :
and B υ i (i = 1, . . . , 4) by (25); 12: Compute R υ 1 and R υ 2 by (26); 13: Update F by (35) , and set f i = y t i if x z i is labeled; 14: Compute ( B) υ and ( C) υ by (30) ,
Update P: compute P υ+1 by the eigen-decomposition of E υ ; 17 : Update (W z ) υ+1 by (21); 21: Update (W t ) υ+1 by (23); 22: Update (b s ) υ+1 and (b z ) υ+1 according (16) and (17), respectively; 23: Let υ = υ + 1; 24: until υ > τ or ς < 10 −5 . 
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the effectiveness of latDADR for depression recognition, we compare it with several state-of-theart methods on three benchmark depression databases, i.e., AVEC2013 [5] , AVEC2014 [4] , and Pitt, 2 which are also widely adopted as benchmark datasets for visual-based depression detection or recognition.
A. DATA PREPARATION 1) DATA DESCRIPTION
The AVEC2013 Depression Database [5] is gathered in the wild and contains 340 video clips recording 292 subjects, from which a subset of the audio-visual depression language corpus (AViD-Corpus) extracted from the AVEC2013 database is employed for the sub-challenge of depression recognition. Only one depression subject in each video clip, which is approximately 25 minutes length averagely, is unconstrained when recording. Several examples taken from this database are shown in Figure 2 (a). Concretely, the sub-challenge for depression recognition divided 150 videos taken from 82 subjects into three categories, i.e., training, development, and test sets [6] . Each category includes 50 video clips, each of which was attached a label accessed using Beck Depression List-II (BDI-II) for denoting the depression severity of one subject. The Table 1 models, and then evaluate the overall recognition performance on the test set.
Similar to the AVEC2013 depression database, the AVEC2014 Depression Database was constructed to fundamentally promote the Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge in 2014 [4] , in which a subset of the AViD-Corpus is also adopted for the sub-challenge of depression recognition. In this work, we employ two recognition tasks referred to as Freeform and Northwind for evaluation, and partition the recorded subject videos from each task into three divisions, i.e., training, development, and test, each of which contains 50 videos. For each recognition task, both training and development datasets are merged into the training sets, and the experimental results on the test video clips is reported for final performance evaluation. Fig. 3 (a) shows several demo images of this database.
The Pitt Depression Database [31] is collected using three cameras with different views from a total of 57 patients for monitoring the depression severity [17] . In this database, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) is adopted for evaluating the depression severity. Concretely, the HRSD scores of 15 or higher generally indicate moderate depression; that of between 8 and 14 imply mild depression; and that less than or equal to 7 suggest relief of depression.
In the experiments, we exploit the video data recoded from the cameras to the participant's right and left views and discretize them into a series of images with a rate of 30 frames per second. Following the definition in the sub-challenges of AVEC2013 and AVEC2014, we also define four ordinal depression categories for depression classification, i.e., moderate, severe, mild, and relief depression. 
2) FEATURE REPRESENTATION
We first apply the dlib [33] to localize and detect each face within each video frame, thus obtaining an image size of 256 × 256. We extract facial appearance feature representations and facial dynamic feature representation representations as inputs to latDADR after that. Specifically, given an aligned facial image, we respectively adopt two kinds of manual feature descriptors such as LPQ in AVEC2013 and Pitt, and LGBP-TOP in AVEC2014, to represent the facial appearance features. We further reduce the dimensionality of these features using PCA by preserving 98% energy since depression characters usually occur only in local facial regions. Besides, we also employ the optical flow computation [52] between two frames with an interval of 10 frames to compute the facial dynamics features. Following the experimental settings in [52] and [6] , we construct a three-channel ''flow image'' for each facial image frame, in which the x and y flow values are respectively taken as the first and second channel, and the magnitude of the optical flow is calculated for the third channel.
To reduce the temporal redundancy in such benchmark videos, one frame out of every 1000 frames for AVEC2013 is experimentally extracted, and similarly one out of 100 frames for AVEC2014 and Pitt is respectively sampled. Finally, we have approximately 40,000 facial images for AVEC2013, 5,000 images for AVEC2014, and 12,000 images for Pitt used in our experiments for depression recognition.
In addition to this standard depression dataset, several domain datasets will be generated by rotating counterclockwise and reducing the luminance of the original domain dataset, respectively. They may exhibit different distributions due to rotation or/and luminance reduction [11] . Therefore, we can construct three domain datasets from the AVEC2013 database by rotating it 10, 30, and 50 degrees three times respectively. In addition, we also constructed two domain datasets by halving the luminance of AVEC2014 samples, and rotating the angle 10 degrees as well as halving the luminance respectively. Fig.2 (b) and Fig.3 (b )-(c) shows sample images of these synthetic datasets, respectively. Table 2 lists the details of all domain datasets used in our experiments.
B. EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL
Since the facial appearance and dynamics could be represented by different features, our proposed method latDADR intrinsically is a heterogeneous domain adaptation for depression recognition, where the facial images are depicted by different feature representations between source and target domains. We just use the facial appearance features for training the comparison methods, since they fail to address multiple feature representations in their frameworks.
In the sequent experiments, each dataset constructed from the above-mentioned 3 databases is alternately selected as source/target domain. Several state-of-the-arts deploying different strategies are used for performance comparison. In addition, to fully evaluate the performance of our method, we also report the latDADR results using deep features, for instance, AlexNet-FC7, and VGG-FC7. The following stateof-the-arts for cross-domain depression recognition are used to be compared with our method latDADR: 1) No adaptation methods: Baseline13 in AVEC2013 [5] and Baseline14 in AVEC2014 [4] ; 2) Homogeneous Domain adaptation methods: STM [9] , SDASL [46] , DA-SVM [11] , and MKTL [42] ; 3) Deep learning methods: DepressionNet [30] , and Zhu et al. [6] .
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, the five-fold cross validation is used on the training set for parameter selection. The values that produce the best average classification accuracy on the validation data are then chosen as the parameters for training and test. The mean of the experimental results on test data is used for performance evaluation. For each compared method, we use the same settings adopted in the corresponding literature. We present the best performance for each algorithm over a range of parameters, and we center this range on the best performing parameters reported in the corresponding papers. For the two baselines Baseline13 and Baseline14, we merge the source dataset X s and the labeled target dataset X t l into the final training data set X l = [X s ,X t l ]. In our method latDADR, we need to respectively finetune several vital hyper-parameters, i.e., α, µ, and β. Since parameter determination is still an open issue in the field of machine learning, we set these parameters empirically as in previous works. To determine other parameters in latDADR appropriately, we vary the values of them throughout the experiments, i.e., all the parameters (if any) are tuned by a ''grid-search'' strategy from {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 5 , 10 6 } following the experimental settings of the existing works such as [11] and [42] , and the best results are reported. The effectiveness of this strategy is validated by the experimental results. In the last part of this section, we will also conduct a serial of trials to evaluate the performance sensitivity to the different selection of such parameters. It is found from the following experimental results that the performance of latDADR is not sensitive to the variation of the parameter λ when λ > 100. We therefore experimentally set λ = 500 in our experiments. It is worthy to note that the underlying geometric structure in each latent subspace is dependent on the neighbor number k to compute the Laplcian matrix. In the literature, however, how to select an optimal value of the neighbor number still is an open issue. In our experiments, we observed that our latDADR could yield a relatively better performance and vary slightly with varying k when k is not too small or large, since the small or over-large values of k would not uncover the intrinsic geometrical structure completely due to the noise disturbance. Thus, in our experiments, we first empirically fix k = 7 for all data sets and then search the best value of k in {5, 8, 10, 15, 20}. For our algorithm, the maximum iteration number is set as τ = 100.
Given a test video, its overall depression score is computed by averaging all predicted scores of the facial image frames sampled from this test video. We adopt two commonlyused evaluation metrics in the literature for measuring the depression recognition performance, i.e., mean absolute error (MAE) δ m and root mean square error (RMSE) δ r , which are respectively defined as:
where n t is the target video number, for the i-th video, f i is the prediction score and y t i ∈ Y t is the ground-truth score.
C. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
In this part, we will validate the importance of several main components in latDADR by exploring the follow scenarios: 1) latDADR with P=I d (latDADR_Org for short), i.e., lat-DADR works in the original feature space rather than the latent subspace, thus evaluating the importance of the latent space in latDADR; 2) latDADR with β = 0 (latDADR_NS for short), i.e., lat-DADR is achieved without the shared model structures between source and target classifiers learnt on the appearance feature representation; 3) latDADR with α = 0 (or latDADR_NA). This setting validates the necessity of distribution alignment and locality preserving in latDADR; 4) We further explore the performance changes using individual feature representation (appearance or dynamics) without any joint learning procedure, i.e., latDADR without facial dynamics representation, called Appearance Model, and latDADR without facial appearance representation, coined as Dynamics Model. For comparison, we also compute the performance differences by averagely fusing the Appearance Model and Dynamics Model, coined Fusion Model. This fusing model is conducted on the score level (or average score), which is obtained by an average of the predicted values from both the appearance and dynamic models. The above settings are evaluated on 5 cross-domain depression recognition tasks shown in Table 3 , from which we can reach the following several observations:
1) The performance of latDADR is slightly better than lat-DADR_Org. A possible explanation may be that when there exists a relatively large discrepancy between two domains, it is reasonable to transfer the source knowledge in certain optimal subspace. This implies that it is important to learn an effective latent space for crossdomain depression recognition. 2) We also can observe that the latDADR significantly outperforms latDADR_NS and latDADR_NA. We assume that the performance gains of our method would be attributed to the utilization of the shared knowledge in some latent space. This also proves that those traditional SSL methods could not work well in cross-domain depression recognition due to the covariate shift between two domains. 3) latDADR will degenerate to some degree when only facial appearance features are used. This shows the importance of dynamic representation in latDADR since it may depict the facial dynamics features well in real depression recognition. The results in Table 3 also show that both of appearance representation and dynamics representation are effective for depicting the facial features in depression recognition. In addition, it can be observed that the Appearance model performs a little better than the dynamic model. A possible reason may be that when the distribution distance between two domains is relatively large, the recognition model learned from the target domain with only dynamics representation is unreliable without leveraging the source knowledge. Moreover, one also can see from the table that Fusion Model performs significantly better than others that is conducted with each individual representation. This shows that the overall performance of latDADR can be consistently improved by jointly exploiting both appearance and dynamics representations. Similar results also can be observed from the experiments on the Pitt database.
D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
To further validate the effectiveness and superiority of our method with comparison to several state-of-the-arts, serials of trials are respectively conducted on AVEC2013, AVEC2014, and Pitt databases. The final experimental results are respectively recorded in Fig. 4-Fig. 6 , in which l(=8) target data are randomly labeled. We can obtain the following attractive insights.
1) The cross-domain methods always achieve better performance than no-adaptation baselines in all settings. This is theoretically reasonable since the distribution bias between training and test datasets would bound the performance of the baseline classifiers. Another interesting observation is that DA-SVM generally got much worse performance than other DA methods in most settings. A possible explanation may be that it is difficult for DA-SVM to converge to an optimal status when the domain divergence is relatively large. Besides, the performance of MKTL is fluctuating as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . This manifests that choosing the best multi-kernel function in MKTL is very difficult. 2) As can be observed from Figure 4 and Figure 5 , the performance of STM and SDASL in the experiment is comparable to latDADR.This proves that the performance of several DA methods would be promoted by integrating the latent space learning and the construction of classification model into a unified framework. Our latDADR acquired the best performance in most cases by a significant improvement. Such significant gains in our latDADR should be attributed to the joint utilization of facial appearance and dynamics feature representations in depression recognition. 3) From Fig.4 , we can also clearly observe that the performance of all methods descends gradually when the rotation angles are increased. This seems intuitively reasonable since the increase of rotation angles would correspondingly upgrade the complexity of DA problems. However, the performance of latDADR behaves to decrease more slowly than others, due to its preservation of both distribution and discrimination consistency between different domains. It can be observed from Figures 4 and 5 that SDASL and STM have competitive advantages in some cases. The main reason may be that the characters of selective instance re-weighting in STM and discriminative semi-supervised DA in SDASL could effectively boost their performance. 4) At last, we further adopt the t-test to judge the statistical effectiveness of our method with a significance level of 0.05. The statistical significance compared with other methods is marked with ''*'' in Table 4 , which demonstrates the significant superiority of latDADR over others in most cases. The similar results also can be observed on the databases AVEC2014 and Pitt for depression recognition.
E. CROSS-DATABASE DEPRESSION RECOGNITION
Depression recognition across databases is challenging due to the differences in acquisition and participant characteristics and behavior. This subsection will further justify that latDADR can be consistently applied to cross-database adaptation. Moreover, we also evaluate the effectiveness of our K-latDADR compared with several stateof-the-arts. However, our single-kernel trick would heavily depend on the choice of the kernel [42] . Therefore, we also used the multiple kernel trick in [53] to evaluate K-latDADR and named it MK-latDADR. In our experiments, K-latDADR uses Gaussian kernel k(x, x ) = exp(−γ ||x − x || 2 ), where parameter γ is the average of pairwise distances between samples. In addition, for MK-latDADR, three kinds of kernels: Laplacian kernel K ij = exp − √ γ x i − x j , inverse square distance kernel K ij = 1/ 1 + γ x i − x j 2 and inverse distance kernel K ij = 1/ 1 + √ γ x i − x j are used. Fig. 7(a) show the experimental results of different algorithms, in which l = 8 target samples are randomly labeled. The following several valuable results can be obtained from the experimental observations.
1) It can be easily observed that our method performs better than other methods in most cases. This is not a surprising phenomenon since those generic DA classifiers cannot simultaneously model facial appearance and dynamic representation in latent spaces. Another observation is that DA-SVM undoubtedly attained the least performance due to the dramatical distribution bias in cross-database scenario that makes it difficult to share the knowledge between two databases. The same phenomenon occurs in SDASL.The overall performance of STM is comparable, however obviously worse than lat-DADR (resp. K-latDADR and MK-latDADR) in terms of RMSE. A possible explanation is that it may be very difficult for STM to estimate the effective statistical model with the typically insufficient training samples and the sampling bias (e.g., some subjects may have more facial appearance characters than others) from each subject. The same is true in MKTL.
2) The advantages of latDADRs over others become more obvious in our cross-database experiments. Specifically, our method latDADR always performs relatively better than other compared methods in most cases (3 out of 4) except A14→PR where STM is performs the best. We also can observe that our K-latDADR is slightly better than latDADR, and MK-latDADR even outperforms K-latDADR due to the fact that the kernel (particularly multi-kernel) trick can effectively improve the recognition performance in real applications [42] . Accordingly, our kernel methods K-latDADR and MK-latDADR undoubtedly perform better than other state-of-the-arts in all cases, which strongly confirms our conclusions reached above. Next we further validate the broad validity of our method by providing different prior information for learning. Concretely, we progressively increase the number of labeled target samples in training and systematically study their influence on our method. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the average of recognition accuracies with different labeled target samples. We can see from the curve that when the number of the labeled target samples increases, all methods except MKTL, which estimates domain distance without label information, behave with the same trend of downgrade on RMSE. This demonstrates that it is beneficial to utilize the labeled data from the target domain to improve the learning performance, which is consistent with intuition. In particular, the performance of STM and SDASL can be significantly improved when the number of the labeled training samples increases. The reason is that they adopt the supervised/semi-supervised scheme to boost the performance by exploiting relatively large labeled target data. Moreover, we can observe that our method change smoothly on all settings. In other words, even using only a relatively small fraction of labeled target data, our methods can still obtain a higher classification accuracy rate. However, other DA methods, especially such as STM, and SDASL, may only achieve satisfactory performance when the number of labeled target samples is relatively large. This proves from the reverse side that STM and SDASL could not work well when the prior information from the target domain is insufficient in the training stage.
F. DEPRESSION RECOGNITION WITH DEEP REPRESENTATION
For the shallow methods, we address the deep DA depression recognition problem with a three-stage scheme: we first respectively employ several classical deep models (e.g., VGG-FC7 [39] , and AlexNet-FC7 [38] ) to learn several higher-level feature representations from all facial videos; and then all compared shallow methods are trained on such higher-level representations of dimensionality 4,096; finally, we use the learnt models to test the target data. We also additionally compare two deep depression recognition algorithms, i.e., DepressionNet [30] and Zhu et al. [6] , for cross-database recognition. All experimental results are recorded in Fig. 8 . The following valuable results can be observed: 1) By comparing the experimental results of each method in Figure 8 with Figure 7 (a) , the performance of all shallow methods with deep feature representations has been markedly upgraded. That is, the DA methods could be further improved with positive transfer by leveraging the deep feature representations. 2) It is worthy to note that the DA methods with deep feature representations still outperformed the deep models DepressionNet and Zhu [6] in that these no-adaptation models may not work well on cross-database depression recognition due to the data distribution shift.
3) Our latDADR undoubtedly performed the best performance among all the compared methods in most cases even with a significant margin in some cases. This success can be attributed to our fully exploiting the whole domain structures including multiple deep feature representations and jointly considering both target and source tasks in a unified framework. This implies that in our latDADR the classification-level constraint that preserves the whole discriminative structure may be favorable for the guidance of depression recognition.
G. CONVERGENCE AND PARAMETER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
We here still employ the depression recognition tasks, i.e., A13→A14, A14→PR, and PR→PL, to experimentally validate the convergence of our iterative algorithm and the parameter sensitivity to the performance. Form Fig. 9 , one can observe that the objective value in each iteration downgrades significantly when the iteration number is less than 20, and then it progressively approaches to a minimum value in less than 50 iterations (usually 30 iterations in most cases). This proves that our proposed algorithm can converge normally and effectively in the case of cross-database depression recognition. We did not unexpectedly get such similar observation in the experiments of other tasks.
Next we demonstrate the performance variance of our algorithm with the changes of main model parameters, i.e., µ, β, and α. To fine-tune multiple model parameters synergistically, a commonly-used strategy in the literature is to adjust one by fixing others. We also adopted this strategy in the experiments. We recorded all experimental results (RMSE) about the parameter sensitivity and plotted the best in Fig. 10 . Several insightful analysis about the parameter sensitivity to our performance are detailed as follows.
1) It can be observed from Fig. 10 (a) that our method would perform better when β is in a relatively large range, e.g. β ∈ [1, 10 4 ], since there would have no any shared component between source and target models when β approaches to zero. This further proves that the recognition performance can be enhanced by sharing the discriminative structure from source learning. 2) From Fig. 10 (b) , one finds that while its performance slightly waves as the parameter changes, latDADR is relatively stable in a wide range of µ values. That is, our method would perform well when µ is bounded to an appropriate range that is not overlarge. This shows the importance of the smooth regularization term and the necessity of tuning µ. 3) It is worthy to note that in our proposed model the larger α indicates more emphasis puts on aligning distribution and preserving locality in training. An interesting observation from Fig 10(c) is that all of curves show a prominent downward trend once α > 0, which may be attributed to the domain distribution adaptation in our model. We further report in Fig. 11 the impact of the trade-off parameter δ ∈ [0, 1] in (15) , which mainly plays a tradeoff between different decision functions. We can observe that when δ is too small or too large, the experimental error fluctuates markedly. All curves exhibit the highest RSME, especially when δ = 0. Similar phenomena also appear when δ approaches 1. This shows the importance of weighted fusing the decision functions from the facial appearance and dynamics representations, respectively. In addition, when δ is selected from the middle interval of the δ range, the performance of our method is stable. This proves that the choice of the parameter value (i.e., δ = 0.5) in the experiment is reasonable.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we explore to propose a robust latDADR framework by jointly exploring facial appearance and dynamics feature representations. Under this framework, we simultaneously learning source and target classifiers on the facial appearance features via sharing the source classifier model in certain optimal latent space. This latent space would be uncovered by semantically minimizing the between-domain distribution divergence as well as discriminatively preserving the within-domain geometrical structures. We further encode certain shared components of different domain models as low-rank and sparse regularization terms in our objective function, thus transferring more valuable knowledge from the source to the target domain. Besides, we also train a target classifier on the dynamics features and constrain the prediction results from two target classifiers to be consistent, thus better integrating the discriminative information from two different feature presentations. The experimental results on three depression databases demonstrate the superiorities and outstanding performance of our method.
To solve our method, however, an efficient iterative algorithm would be needed to be further elaborated in our future works. Besides, searching one sole common space for bridging discriminative information between domains would be difficult or even impossible in real applications. This therefore arouses another challenging issue, i.e., how to optimize and join multiple latent spaces each corresponding to one domain, which would be an urgent work worthy to be henceforth addressed in our works. Finally, it must be stated that our automated vision-based method can be used as an aid for medical professionals in diagnosing depression, but it is not advisable to obtain a diagnosis only through this method. The diagnosis of depression ultimately requires health professionals to judge through a combination of factors.
